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Abstract Due to limited processing capabilities and other
constraints of most wireless networks, many existing security algorithms do not consider the network efficiency. This
is because most of these security solutions exhibit intolerable overhead and consider only securing scalar data, which
are not suitable for other data types such as digital images,
hence affecting the provided security level and network performance. Thus, in this paper, we propose a lightweight and
efficient security scheme based on chaotic algorithms to efficiently encrypt digital images. Our proposed algorithm handles digital images in two phases: Firstly, digital images
are split into blocks and compressed by processing them
in frequency domain instead of Red-Green-Blue (RGB) domain. The ultimate goal is to reduce their sizes to speed up
the encryption process and to break the correlation among
image pixel values. Secondly, 2D Logistic chaotic map is
deployed in key generation, permutation, and substitution
stages for image pixel shuffling and transposition. In addition, 2D Henon chaotic map is deployed to change the pixel
values in the diffusion stage in order to enhance the required
level of security and resist various security attacks. Security
performance analysis based on standard test images shows
that our proposed scheme overcomes the performance of
other existing techniques.
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1 Introduction
Communications through wireless channels are vulnerable
to several security challenges associated with transmitting
data over open and shared mediums. In wireless networks, a
plethora of applications deal with transmitting different data
types, such as scalar data, still images, videos, and real-time
streaming multimedia data. These types of data have different characteristics and need different requirements for efficient transmission. One of these requirements is to provide
an efficient and lightweight mechanism for security and privacy. While efficiency here refers to the capability of providing strong security level against most types of attacks,
lightweight indicates reasonable computational and communication incurred overhead that do not affect the overall network performance. Thus, any proposed security scheme should
protect the network against the different types of attacks
while considering the various constraints and limitations of
the wireless network in terms of key elements including bandwidth, data rate, packet size, processing capability, time delivery, energy consumption, etc [1]. Besides the characteristics and limitations of wireless networks, the advancement
of the camera sensing technology and the widespread of
social-media applications over wireless networks have increased volumes and data types of exchanged data. One of
these data types is digital images that have different characteristics compared to normal scalar data in terms of high
volume (bulk capacity), high correlation among neighboring pixels, and time delivery constraints for real-time applications. These characteristics raise the issue of using image compression schemes to reduce the exchanged data size.
In addition, they highlight the need for efficient encryption
techniques to replace the existing traditional scalar data encryption techniques that are not suitable for image encryption in modern wireless networks [2], especially in terms
of confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity of digital image
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original image can be fully recovered from the compressed
data without losing any bits and this scheme is suitable for
EC: First Encrypt then compression
text and scientific images. On the other hand, reconstructed
images from lossy compression schemes will not be identiJoint Compression Encryption
cal to the original images, however, the lost data is not significant in most cases.
There are many compression techniques based on difJCE: Joint Compression and Encryption
ferent transforms in literature, such as the Karhunen-Loeve
Transform (KLT), Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT),
Fig. 1: Classification of Compression and Encryption
Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT), Discrete Cosine
Schemes.
Transformation (DCT) [5–7]. Although KLT compression
performance is optimal [8], it is not widely well known and
still not used in the standard image compression schemes.
transmission. Moreover, the image encryption techniques have
In comparison to other techniques [9], the DCT scheme reto be lightweight without noticeable degradation of network
duces the blocking effects due to DCT homogenization experformance in terms of processing, energy, and time contension properties and because it uses real number based
sumption.
calculations. This makes the DCT algorithm much simpler,
In theory, the concept of reducing data size by compresfaster, and more commonly used in standard digital image
sion, and the concept of encrypting the data to achieve concompression schemes such as JPEG, MPEG, H.261. These
fidentiality and integrity may look contradictory [3]. Howfeatures of DCT make it more suitable to meet the requireever, the two concepts can be used together to maximize the
ments of wireless applications.
benefits and obtain best results in exchanging large volumes
of data safely and efficiently. In general, the combination
of compression and encryption can be achieved using three
1.2 Image Encryption
techniques, as shown in Figure 1: 1) First a compression
scheme is used, then an encryption scheme (compressionA wide range of cryptographic techniques and methods have
encryption). 2) First an encryption scheme is used, then a
been developed to secure transmitted data [10]. However,
compression scheme (encryption-compression). 3) Both schemesmost of these algorithms have disadvantages when dealing
are employed together in a single process (hybrid compression- with image data in terms of small key space, low level of seencryption).
curity and high computational complexity [11, 12]. To tackle
these challenges in image protection, many chaos-based crypThe CE technique is proposed in this paper where a comtographic algorithms have been suggested [12–15]. These
pression scheme is used first to reduce image size in order
chaos-based security methods have many useful security propto accelerate the encryption process, and second to break
erties: aperiodicity, unpredictable and non-linearity, high senthe high redundancy among the neighboring pixels in order
sitivity to initial conditions and parameters, ergodicity, pseudoto increase the efficiency of the encryption scheme. Then the
randomness, and other high permutation and diffusion proptechnique is followed by the proposed encryption method.
erties [16]. One of the well-known chaotic maps used in image cryptography is the two-dimensional Logistic Map [17]
due to the aforementioned properties and for its fast compu1.1 Image Compression
tation, which make it very suitable for image encryption in
wireless network communications [18]. 2D Logistic map is
Image compression, as shown in Figure 2, can be understood
expressed in below equations:
as a process of producing a shorter representation in terms
of number of bits, compared with the original image without perceivable information loss. Compression schemes are
xi+1 = r × (3yi + 1) × xi (1 − xi )
(1)
classified into two main groups based on reversibility: lossyi+1 = r × (3xi + 1) × yi (1 − yi )
less and lossy [4]. In the lossless compression schemes, the
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Where x0 and y0 are the initial state, and r is the system
parameter. If the system parameter r ∈[1.11, 1.19], then 2D
Logistic map behaves chaotic. We refer the reader to [17]
for more details about the generated value representations.
1.3 Paper Contribution
In this paper, we propose an efficient and lightweight image
encryption scheme based on hybrid chaotic systems. Our
proposed security scheme is implemented in two phases: image compression, and image encryption. DCT based compression is used to decrease the image size, and therefore
speeding the encryption process with less computation and
communication requirements. Moreover, DCT transforms the
image into frequency domain rather than RGB and hence
removes the similarities among the neighboring pixels to
increase the security efficiency of the proposed encryption
scheme.
The image encryption phase is composed of four steps.
We first generate a secret key based on 2D Logistic map
to be used for the image encryption processes. The generated key is 256 bit long to provide a large key space and
resist against most type of attacks. Then, we use 2D Logistic map in the permutation stage to shuffle only pixel’s rows
and columns, not every pixel in the image to further reduce
the computational overhead. In this stage, the plain image is
considered as a matrix of 2D array (M columns and N rows).
Using the 2D logistic map, two chaotic sequences are generated of M and N length respectively to perform row/column shuffling and obtain the permuted image. Then in the
diffusion stage, we use another type of chaotic map to increase the security level, which is the 2D Henon Map [19],
to change the pixel values of the permuted image. This is
done by first dividing the image into S × S blocks, where S
is determined based on plain image format (4×4 for gray
scale or RGB image, and 32×32 for binary images). Then
pixels of each block will be mixed with random sequence
matrix generated by Henon map. At the end, a substitution
stage is added also to shift each diffused image’s pixel using
a reference matrix generated by 2D Logistic map.
The simulation for performance evaluation shows that
our proposed scheme meets the security requirements of image encryption and has several advantages including large
key space , high resistance to statistical and differential attacks measured by NPCR, UACI, information entropy, and
correlation of adjacent pixel values and it has high sensitivity to any change in the generated secret key.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews related work using chaotic maps in securing digital images. Section 3 presents our proposed security scheme
and analyzes its properties. Section 4 evaluates the security
performance of our proposed image encryption scheme, and
Section 5 outlines conclusions of the study.

2 Related Work
Ankita et al. [20] proposes a multiple-image encryption technique based on the chaotic confusion-diffusion strategy and
chaotic Discrete Fractional Random Transform (DFRNT).
The proposed scheme starts deriving a composite image by
combining the even and odd bits of three images. Then,
chaotic confusion-diffusion strategy using four chaotic maps,
namely, Arnold Cat Map (ACM), Logistic-Tent Map (LTM),
Logistic-Sine Map (LSM) and Tent-Sine Map (TSM) is applied to scramble and diffuse the pixel values of the composite image. Although the authors show that their scheme
obtained good security results, it still needs extra storage requirements to store three images to process them. In addition, their confusion-diffusion scheme processes the composite image pixel by pixel using four chaotic maps which
leads to increase the complexity of the system.
To resist against chosen-plaintext and chosen-ciphertext
attack, Yueping et al. [21] proposes a hyper-chaos-based image encryption algorithm that adopts a 5-D multi-wing hyperchaotic system. In this scheme, the secret key is generated
by hyper-chaotic system with relation to the original image.
Then, pixel-level and bit-level permutations are employed
and then followed by a diffusion operation to change pixel
values. However, this bit-level algorithm is not efficient and
needs a large number of chaotic iterations for the bit-level
decomposition. In addition, the initial condition of chaotic
map is fixed on secret key or plaintext which may cause a
risk of resistance to known plaintext and chosen plaintext attack, as explained in Zhang et al. [22]. An image encryption
technique is proposed by Bhaskar and Tarni [23] based on
cross coupled chaotic logistic map with two sets of keys. In
this scheme, two pseudo random number sequences are generated from the logistic map: the first sequence is used for
permuting the plain image whereas the second sequence is
used for generating random DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA)
sequence. Next, the plain image is permuted by the first random sequence and encrypted by DNA computation. However, the proposed technique uses multi-round iteration process in addition to floating-point calculations and conversion operations, which introduces a considerable overhead
in terms of latency and required processing capabilities.
An improved color image encryption scheme has been
proposed by Yashasvee et al. [24] based on 2D Logistic map
and advanced encryption standard (AES). However, AES,
which is a symmetric block cipher, is not a lightweight scheme
for image encryption, hence is not suitable for wireless communication in terms of complexity and time constraints. This
was clearly depicted from their time analysis of AES encryption. In the scheme proposed by Prusty et al. [25], the
encryption and the decryption of an image is performed by
shuffling the image pixel locations using Arnold Cat Map
and generating a pseudo-random number (security key) by
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using Henon map. After that, an XOR (eXelusive OR) operation is performed on the pixel value and the key value
generated by the Henon map. The shuffling process in this
scheme is done for every pixel location of an image, which
leads to consume much time especially for large image size.
An image encryption algorithm based on Ikeda and Henon
map is presented by Sekertekin and Atan [26], where firstly
rows and columns of the image are shuffled by Ikeda map
and then pixel values are changed by Henon map. Then, image pixels are shuffled again using Ikeda map. The security
key used in this scheme is only generated from the parameters and initial conditions of both chaotic maps. This indicates that the key space is small which lowers the security
level of the scheme.

faster speed compared with 1D and/or 2D chaotic maps.
The permuted image is then confused by changing the value
of the pixels using the logistic map and XOR operation.
This scheme is based on optics chaos and requires additional
hardware like optical lasers where they are only used to generate the key. In addition, the shuffling process in this system
is done at the image pixel level. A wavelet based partial image encryption is proposed by Hazarika et al. [32]. In this
proposed scheme, the digital image is encrypted partially
by using discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) technique,
pixel shuffling, and changing of pixel values. DWT is used
to decompose the image into sub-bands, then only one band
(LL) is used for encryption since it contains most of the information. Then chaotic logistic map is used for pixel shuffling and modification. Although DWT retains the most of
the quality of the processed image, it adds much computation complexity and needs more processing time comparing
with other techniques such as DCT [33].

A chaos-based image encryption scheme is proposed by
Gopalakrishnan et al. [27] with permutation and diffusion
structure. The proposed encryption scheme undergoes three
phases: mixing process, permutation process, and diffusion
process. The image quality is degraded in the mixing phase
using the logistic map. In the permutation stage, the plain
3 The Proposed Encryption Scheme
image pixels are shuffled many rounds using the Tent map.
In the diffusion process, the permuted image pixels are changed
Most of the cryptographic algorithms for securing images
and processed using XOR with a random binary sequence.
are based on the combination of value change and pixel
Rani and Kumar [28] proposed an image security scheme
shuffling. In this paper, we propose a novel lightweight and
using chaotic logistic map for pixel shuffling and modified
efficient chaotic-based image encryption scheme suitable for
RC4 stream cipher for image encryption. A hybrid encrypwireless network applications. The proposed scheme has two
tion technique is proposed by Kester et al. [29] for digital
phases: Compression and Encryption. We first utilize the
image encryption between Diffie-Hellman public key crypbenefits of image compression technique using the DCT transtography and pixel shuffling algorithm. In this proposed scheme,
formation, to reduce image size and speed up the process.
Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm is firstly used to exThen, we use four stages of image encryption based on 2D
change security keys between the sender and receiver. Then,
Logistic map and 2D Henon map to increase the security
a shared secret key is generated from the private key of the
level of the proposed scheme. In the first step of the enfirst party and the public key of the second party, and hashed
cryption phase, we generate a secret key to be used in the
using the MD5 algorithm. This generated key then is used
other stages of image encryption: Permutation, Diffusion,
to encrypt the image pixels. Finally, the encrypted image is
and Substitution. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of our
further confused by pixel shuffling and displacement algoproposed image encryption scheme.
rithm. In the work of [27–29], we notice that the encryption
process is also done in pixel-wise manner which requires
extra calculations and processing time.
3.1 Image Compression
An image encryption scheme based on high level chaotic
map and improved gravity model is proposed by Majid et
al. [30]. In this proposed scheme, the sum of the whole image pixel values is calculated first and used for initial state
condition of Sinus Power Logistic chaotic map. Then, the
original image is permuted by using cross map for pixel
shuffling. After that, the image is encrypted using bit-XOR
with the permuted image pixels and gravity model. However, this scheme involves every image pixel in the permutation stage and depends also on bitwise XOR operations for
each pixel of the permuted image to generate the encrypted
image. As proposed by Xie et al. [31], a three-dimensional
(3D) optical chaotic Arnold‘s cat map is used to shuffle the
position of image pixels because of its higher security and

In order to speed up the performance time of the proposed
encryption scheme and enhance its security efficiency, we
choose to use DCT technique for image compression because of its desirable features. For example, DCT has better compression ratio and needs less computation processing
capability comparing with other compression techniques, especially when using its approximation implementation [34,
35]. In addition, DCT transforms the image into frequency
domain rather than RGB and hence removes the correlations
among the neighboring pixels, hence increasing the security
efficiency of the proposed encryption scheme. Moreover,
comparing with other techniques [9], DCT scheme reduces
the blocking effects due to DCT homogenization extension
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Fig. 3: The Block Diagram of the Proposed Image Encryption Scheme.
properties and because it uses real number based calculations. This makes DCT algorithm much simpler, faster, and
more commonly used in standard digital image compression
schemes such as JPEG, MPEG, H.261.
DCT belongs to a family of 16 trigonometric transformations and it is used here to change the representation of
image pixel information to make the data more amenable to
compression. The type-2 DCT (or 2D DCT) transforms the
spatial representation of pixel information into to a spatialfrequency domain. An image block of size M × N whose
pixel intensities f (x, y) is transformed into a block of coefficients F(u, v), according to the following equation:
M−1 N−1
2
F(u, v) = √
CuCv ∑ ∑ f (x, y)
M×N
x=0 y=0




Π (2y + 1) v
Π (2x + 1) u
cos
cos
2N
2M

8x8 blocking

DCT transformation

f(x,y)

F(u,v)

Fig. 4: DCT Concept.
(2)

Where(x & u = 0,1, ..., M-1 and y (
& v = 0,1, ..., N-1
√1
√1
,
u
=
0
, v=0
2
2
Cu =
and Cv =
1 , otherwise
1 , otherwise
We use Equation 2 to convert a block in the uncompressed
original image to matrix F(u, v), which has the same size of
the block of the original image M × N, and here the two conversion parameters u and v point to the spatial frequencies.
The DCT method is used for large compression applications and it is computed usually by taking 8×8 blocks from

the original image (gray scale or from each color plane), as
shown in Figure 4.
Having applied the DCT transformation over an 8×8
block, there are 64 coefficients: the DC term and low AC
frequencies, which are the most important, being in the upper left corner followed by the remaining high AC coefficients, which are less important to the human visual system.
Next, a quantization step is used to retain the important coefficients and discard others. There are many quantization
tables and values that can be used based on the desired quality and compression ratio. Figure 5 shows the original image
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Algorithm 1: The generation of the secret key K
Input: Initial states (x0, y0, r, T, R).
Output: Secret key K with length of 256 bits.
52
𝐾 𝑖 𝑥 2𝑖−1
1: 𝑥0 = 𝑖=1
;
252
104
𝑖−53
𝐾
𝑖
𝑥
2
2: 𝑦0 = 𝑖=53
;
252
156
𝑖−105
𝐾
𝑖
𝑥
2
𝑖=105
3: 𝑟 =
;
252

(a)
Size
Original
256.5918

4: 𝑇 =

(b)
Size
Compress
29.3906

Comp.
DCT Ratio
8.7304

MSE
DCT
135.5297

PSNR
DCT
26.8105

5: 𝑅 =

208
𝑖=157 𝐾

𝑖 𝑥 2𝑖−157

256
𝑖=209 𝐾

𝑖 𝑥 2𝑖−209

252

;

;
248
6: for i = 1 to R do
7: find 𝑥0𝑖 by applying equation (5)
8: find 𝑦0𝑖 by applying equation (6)
9: find 𝑟 𝑖 by applying equation (7)
10: end for

(c)

Fig. 5: a) The Original Image, b) The Compressed Image, c)
Image Information.

control parameter T and the iteration number R with the secret key, and they are calculated as follows:
Secret Key (K) =

x0

y0

52bit 52bit

r

T

R

52bit 52bit 48bit

T =(

Sum
) × x0
L

mod

1

(3)

Fig. 6: Secret Key Format.
M

before and after compression. The naked eye cannot notice
the difference, even though the compressed image size is
less by 8 times. This because we preserve the basic structure
and important information.

3.2 Secret Key Sequence Generator
Our proposed security scheme uses symmetric secret keys
for image encryption and authentication. Thus, only the authorized nodes that share the same secret keys can exchange
and reveal the original images correctly. Here, the secret key
generation is based on the 2D Logistic map and Henon map
because of their many attractive security features mentioned
earlier. One of them is the high key sensitivity to chaotic
map parameters and initial conditions changes. It also provides a large key space, to make it difficult to be broken by
different attacks and to resist against brute-force attack [36].
The size of the secret key (K) is 256 bit and it is divided into
five parts: x0 , y0 , r, T , and R, as shown in Figure 6. Notice
that (x0 , y0 ) ∈ (0,1) are the initial states of 2D Logistic map
and Henon map, and r ∈ (1.11,1.19) is the system parameter
of 2D Logistic map.
In order to increase the security level of our proposed
scheme, information from the original image f (i, j) is also
used in generating the secret key. Therefore, we merge the

R=

!

N

∑ ∑ f (i, j) mod

3.1 + 2

(4)

i=1 j=1

N
Where Sum = ∑M
i=1 ∑ j=1 f (i, j) and L is a system constant. The fraction decimal numbers of x0 , y0 , r, and T are
converted to binary format of size 52 bit per each number,
and R is represented in 48 bit number. After finding the parameters T and R, initial states can be found in each iteration
by using the following equations:

X0i = (T + x0 × i) mod

1

(5)

Y0i = (T + y0 × i) mod

1

(6)

ri = (T × i × r) mod 0.09 + 1.11

(7)

Where X0i , Y0i and ri are the initial values and parameters
of 2D Logistic/Henon map in the ith iteration, 1 ≤ i ≤ R.
Now, the pseudo random number sequences generated
by the 2D logistic map are controlled by the secret key and
ready to be used in the next stages of image encryption. Notice that the same secret key should be used at the receiver
side to decrypt the image and retrieve the original information. The generation procedure of the secret key (K) is
shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 2: Image Permutation Process
Input: 2D Compressed Image CI, column permutation
matrix 𝑋𝑠𝑒𝑞 , and row permutation matrix 𝑌𝑠𝑒𝑞
Output: Permuted Image PI
1. for c = 1 to M do

B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1

2.

𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑟,𝑐 = 𝐶𝐼𝑟,𝑐 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑋𝑠𝑒𝑞
(Permuted Column Image along x axis)
3. end for
4. for r = 1 to N do
5.
𝑃𝐼𝑟,𝑐 = 𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑟,𝑐 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑌𝑠𝑒𝑞
(row permutation along y axis)
6. end for

B0

Shift
Fig. 7: 8-bit LFBSR.

3.3 Image Permutation Process
In order to make it harder for any hacker to predict image
pixel values, we break the high correlation between the adjacent pixels by using the image permutation process . In
this permutation stage, we only shuffle the position of rows
and columns of the compressed image in order to reduce the
computational overhead, by which any pixel can be moved
anywhere in the compressed image in a random way. This is
done by using 2D Logistic map with the established key to
generate two random sequences: Xseq , and Yseq . Where Xseq
is the x coordinate random sequence of the 2D Logistic map
with size of M (image width), and Yseq is the y coordinate of
the generated random sequence with size N (image height).
Xseq and Yseq are then converted to unique integer numbers:
Xseq = (X1 , X2 , ..., XM ) mod M + 1

(8)

Yseq = (Y1 ,Y2 , ...,YN ) mod N + 1

(9)

If we assume that the size of the compressed image is
M × N, where N and M are the number of pixel rows and
columns respectively, then we use Yseq to sort the rows of
the compressed image and Xseq to shuffle the compressed
image columns, as explained in Algorithm 2:

parameters of the chaotic map. Without knowing this secret
key, it will be very hard to get the plain image pixels from
the encrypted values, which appear to be random numbers.
Henon chaotic map introduces discrete time dynamical and
2D invertible map represented with an attractor. We use this
map to generate a random sequence which is used to encrypt the shuffled image pixels from the permutation stage.
The 2D Henon map is defined as follows:
Xi+1 = 1 − a × Xi2 +Yi

In order to further increase the security level of our proposed
image encryption scheme, we implement an image diffusion
process, in which the image pixel values are changed. We
employ 2D Henon chaotic map in the diffusion stage because it gives a strong encryption system with the use of a
secret key that is composed of the initial values and system

Yi+1 = b ×Yi

(10)

where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . and (x0 , y0 ) are the initial condition
values. (a, b) are the system parameters with 1.4 and 0.3
values respectively for having chaotic behavior. We generate
two pseudo random numbers (X) and (Y ) of S × S matrix,
where S is the size of processing image block and depends
on the image format (equal to 4 if the image is gray-scale or
RGB color, 32 if is binary image). These two matrices are
then multiplied to construct a one matrix (Z). Then, by using
Equation 11, the decimal random number values of Z matrix
are converted to integer numbers (K1) in range (0-255) and
then translate them to binary representation of 8 bits each.


K1i j = Zi j × 1010 mod 256

(11)

Then, we generate K2 matrix of S × S size using 8-bit
Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFBSR) with an agreed initial seed like 10111101, as shown in Figure 7. Afterword, we
do bit-by-bit XOR operation between K1 and K2 to get the
final random sequence (W ) matrix.
Wi j = K1i j ⊕ K2i j

3.4 Image Diffusion Process

and

(12)

Finally, S × S block of the gray-scale permuted image
is masked by the generated random sequence by XOR operation to generate the diffused image (DI). This process is
repeated with all image blocks and iterated again for several
times.
DIi j = PI (i, j) ⊕Wi j

(13)
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If the digital image is colored, then this diffusion process
is applied on each image plane (RGB). If the size of the
permuted image M × N is not divisible by S×S processing
block size, then we apply this diffusion process with respect
to the region S bM/Sc × S bN/Sc.

3.5 Image Pixel Substitution
In order to strengthen the encryption property of our proposed scheme and diffuse the correlation between plain and
cipher image, we add another process called the image pixel
substitution. In the image pixel substitution stage, we changes
the pixel values randomly, based on the reference matrix (I)
that depends on the two random sequences generated in the
permutation stage using the 2D Logistic map, Xseq and Yseq .
These two random sequences are added together to create
a one random sequence, Zseq = Xseq + Yseq . We arrange the
random numbers of Zseq in a matrix Z, and then each S × S
block of Z matrix is converted to integer random numbers
using block function I, as explained in Equation 14, where
gN , gR , gS , gD are defined in Equation 15.


gN (S1,1 ) gR (S1,2 ) gS (S1,3 ) gD (S1,4 )
 gR (S2,1 ) gS (S2,2 ) gD (S2,3 ) gN (S2,4 )

I=
 gS (S3,1 ) gD (S3,2 ) gN (S3,3 ) gR (S3,4 ) 
gD (S4,1 ) gN (S4,2 ) gR (S4,3 ) gS (S4,4 )
gN (d) = τ (2d) mod F
√ 
3
gR (d) = τ
d mod F

gS (d) = τ d 3 mod F

(14)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8: a) Compressed plain Image, b) Cipher Image.

machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 1.6 GHz and 4 GB RAM.
We use in the simulation different standard test images from
CMU and USC-SIPI databases in order to compare our results with other recently proposed algorithms [26, 27, 30,
37–39].
Simulation measurements show that our proposed scheme
encrypts the images to random-like cipher images, as shown
in Figure 8, using the chosen secret key and resists against
most of the cryptanalytic attacks. Moreover, experimental
results show that our proposed scheme outperforms other
existing chaotic image encryption schemes under various security analysis. More specifically, we test our algorithm using different experimental and security analysis tools such
as: statistical analysis (histogram and correlation of adjacent
pixels), key space and key sensitivity, information entropy
test, and differential attack analysis.

(15)

gD (d) = τ (4d) mod F
Where τ (d) converts a decimal number to integer number by truncating 8 digits from the fraction number, and F
represents the number of intensity scales of the plaintext image (F=2 if it is binary, F=256 if it is 8-bit gray-scale).
Now, substitution process can start by shifting each pixel
in the diffused image with the value of the random number
from matrix I over the integer space of [0, F − 1] to obtain
the substituted image (SI), as shown in Equation 16:

SI = (DI + I) mod F

(16)

4 Simulation Results and Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our proposed image encryption scheme and check its security efficiency, we conduct
several simulation experiments using the Matlab platform.
We use Matlab R2012b under Windows 8 professional on

4.1 Histogram Analysis
One of the straightforward methods for testing the encryption strength of the proposed security scheme is the Histogram Analysis that measures the resistance of the encrypted
image against statistical attacks. A good secure image encryption system should encrypt the image to random-like
cipher image with uniformly distributed pixel values. The
histogram graph shows the relationship between the pixel
intensity values and their number of occurrences, or in other
words, how the pixels are distributed in the image. We calculate the histogram of both plain compressed images and
encrypted images by our proposed encryption scheme, as
shown in Figure 9. As seen from the histogram figures, the
histogram of the plain images has tilted structure similar to
the original images, but the histogram of the encrypted images is flat and has no clue about original images. Hence,
statistical cryptanalytic attacks using histogram information
are impossible.
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Fig. 9: The Histogram Analysis for Lina Image.

Fig. 10: The Histogram Analysis for Camera Man Image.
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Fig. 11: The Histogram Analysis for Baboon Image.

One of the characteristics of a plain digital image is the high
information redundancy. Because of that there are high spatial correlations between adjacent pixels at horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. We already utilized the high information redundancy in the image in the compression phase
to reduce its size. Furthermore, a good image encryption algorithm should break these pixel correlations in all directions in the encrypted image in order to resist against statistical attacks. The correlation coefficient is calculated by the
following equations:

Intensity Level of Adjacent Pixels

4.2 Correlation of Adjacent Pixels

Intensity Level of Random Pixels

1 N
E (X) = ∑ Xi
N i=1

(a)

(17)

N

D (X) =
cov (X,Y ) =

(b)

1
∑ (Xi − E (X))2
N i=1
1 N
∑ ((Xi − E (X)) (Yi − E (Y )))
N i=1

cov (X,Y )
p
rxy = p
D (X) × D (Y )
Where X and Y represent the two adjacent pixel values,
N is number of pixels, E(X) and D(X) represent the expectation and variable variance, and rXY is the correlation coefficient. We use this analysis to show the correlation among
randomly selected pairs of pixels in both plain compressed

Fig. 12: Correlation Analysis Test for Lina Image: a) Plain,
b) Encrypted.

image and cipher image. The analysis is carried out by following the equations in 4.2 on randomly selected 3,000 pairs
of adjacent pixels in the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal
directions. Figure 12 shows the correlation distribution of
the adjacent pixels in the three directions of the Lena image before and after encryption using our proposed scheme,
where the x-axis represents the intensity value of randomlyselected pixel and y-axis represents the intensity value of
the corresponding adjacent pixel. Similar results were given,
shown numerically in Table 1, using other test images.
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Table 1: Numerical Results of Correlation Analysis of Different Test Images.
(a) Plain Images
Image name
Baboon_gray
Lena_gray_256
Lena_gray_512
Camera_Man

Rxy_V
0.9039
0.9855
0.9914
0.9918

Rxy_H
0.8948
0.9692
0.9827
0.9869

(b) Encrypted Images
Rxy_D
0.8214
0.9539
0.9734
0.9784

Image name
Baboon_gray
Lena_gray_256
Lena_gray_512
Camera_Man

Table 2: Comparison Results of Correlation Analysis.
Encryption Scheme
Proposed Scheme
YeterSekertekin et al. [26]
M.Majid et al. [30]
Gopalakrishnan et al. [37]
Yushu Zhang et al. [38]

Rxy_V
-0.00032
0.0022
0.0065
0.0023
0.0011

Rxy_H
0.0053
0.0042
0.0129
-0.0021
0.0018

Rxy_D
0.0032
-0.0041
0.0013
0.0132
-0.0012

Rxy_V
-0.0054
-0.0052
-3.0213e-04
0.0339

Rxy_H
-0.0059
0.0132
0.0053
0.0002

Rxy_D
-0.0068
-0.0124
0.0032
0.0124

Table 3: Entropy Test of Different Test Images.
Image name
Baboon
Lena_gray_256
Lena_gray_512
Camera man

Entropy_plain
7.6030
7.4522
7.4533
7.0880

Entropy_Encrypted
7.9993
7.9992
7.9994
7.9993

Table 4: Comparison Results of Entropy Analysis.
As seen from Figure 12, it is clear that the adjacent pixels
correlation of the Lena encrypted image is totally broken in
all directions, which makes it hard to predict by statistical attacks. This means that the distribution of the adjacent pixels
of the ciphered image using our proposed scheme is highly
dispersed and has a very low correlation with the plain image. Table 2 shows the comparison results with other proposed algorithms for Lena image. From the comparison table, we can notice that our scheme has very good security efficiency - outperforms in many cases- compared with other
recent works but with a fast and lightweight implementation.

4.3 Information Entropy Test
In information theory, Entropy is a measure of disorder/unpredictability of a source of information, and hence, this
measure can be used to test the randomness of pixel values
in an encrypted image. Image entropy test, H(S), is defined
as follows (in bits):
m

H (S) = ∑ P (Xi ) log2
i=1

1
P (Xi )

(18)

where m is the number of symbols (pixel gray levels)
emitted by the source, and P(Xi) represents the probability
of symbol Xi . A good image encryption scheme should obtain a maximum value of H(S) when all the symbols (gray
levels) are uniformly distributed, i.e. have equal probability.
Thus, when the entropy test gives less than the maximum,
symbol values can be predictable and may raise security issue. If we assume that a pixel value is represented by 8 bits,
then the number of gray levels are 28 = 256 and maximum
entropy is H(S) = 8. Table 3 shows the entropy values of

Encryption Scheme
Proposed Scheme
Gopalakrishnan et al. [37]
M. Majid et al. [30]
Yushu Zhang et al. [38]
BehrouzFathi et al. [39]

Entropy
7.9994
7.9972
7.9973
7.9994
7.9992

different test images before and after encrypting them using
our proposed security scheme:
To measure the image entropy value, we use the block
entropy test explained in [40], where 100 non-overlapped
16×16 blocks are randomly selected from each encrypted
image. Then, the information block entropy is calculated using Equation 18, and the final entropy value is the average
calculated block entropy. Table 4 shows comparisons of the
Entropy analysis with other proposed algorithms. The Entropy result of our scheme has a very good value and better
than most of other performances.

4.4 Differential Attack Analysis
In order to test the security performance of our proposed image encryption scheme against differential attacks, we use
two additional analysis, the Number of Pixel Changing Rate
(NPCR) and the Unified Averaged Changed Intensity (UACI) [41].
NPCR tests between two cipher images, C1 and C2 , whose
plain images are slightly different. Also, UACI measures
between the two cipher images, C1 and C2 . The difference
between the two tests is that NPCR focuses on the absolute number of changing pixels values in differential attacks,
while UACI concentrates on the average difference between
the two cipher images, C1 and C2 [41]. NPCR and UACI are
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Table 5: NPCR and UACI Analysis.
Image name
Baboon
Lena_gray_256
Lena_gray_512
Camera man

NPCR
0.9963
0.9966
0.9964
0.9963

UACI
0.3369
0.3356
0.3345
0.3334

Table 6: Comparison Results for Differential Attack Analysis.
Encryption Scheme
Proposed Scheme
Gopalakrishnan et al. [37]
M.Majid et al. [30]
Yushu Zhang et al. [38]
BehrouzFathi et al. [39]

NPCR
0.9966
0.9961
0.9968
0.9962
0.9962

UACI
0.3356
0.3340
0.3340
0.3343
0.3356

4.6 Key Sensitivity Analysis
Key sensitivity analysis means that how our system is sensitive to any little change in the secret key, and measures the
consequences of using a different key with only one bit in
the encryption or decryption process. In the encryption process, using two secret keys with only one different bit should
yield two completely different cipher images of a same plain
image. For testing the key sensitivity of our proposed image
encryption scheme, we follow these steps:

calculated using the following equations:

0 , C1 (i, j) = C2 (i, j)
D (i, j) =
1 , C1 (i, j) 6= C2 (i, j)
M

N

D (i, j)
× 100%
B
i=1 j=1

NPCR = ∑ ∑

the correct one, it is reported in [36] that the size of secret
key used in encryption process should be greater than 100
bits. It means that a good image encryption scheme should
have a key space (the total number of different secret keys)
larger than 2100 . It is clear that our proposed image encryption scheme satisfies this security requirement as the employed secret key has the size of 256 bits. This is because
our secret key are composed of 5 parts, as explained before
in Figure 6: The two initial condition values x0 and Y0 , the
system parameter r, the control parameter T , and the number
of rounds R. As a result, the secret key used in our proposed
scheme is large enough to resist against brute-force attacks.

(19)

1. First, we use two slightly different keys, K1 and K2 (the
least significant bit is only changed in K2 ):
M N
K1 = DE 8E 59 CA 76 B1 3F CD 19 E9 8B 1E 81 12 DB
|C1 (i, j) −C2 (i, j)|
× 100%
(20)
UACI = ∑ ∑
B5 97 4A 8D AA EA 2D B6 1C 08 56 38 E2 99 34 36
L×B
i=1 j=1
85
K2 = DE 8E 59 CA 76 B1 3F CD 19 E9 8B 1E 81 12 DB
Where D(i, j) is the difference function and denotes whether
B5 97 4A 8D AA EA 2D B6 1C 08 56 38 E2 99 34 36
two pixels from the two cipher images C1 and C2 at the same
84
location are equal or not. B is the number of pixels in the ci2.
Then, we encrypt the original test image (P) using the
pher image (i.e. M × N) and P is the largest allowed pixel
two secret keys K1 and K2 to produce two ciphertext imintensity (i.e. 255 in 8-bit pixel value).
ages: C1 = Enc(P, K1 ) and C2 = Enc(P, K2 ).
A good image encryption scheme should be sensitive to
3. Finally, we compare the two resulted encrypted images,
any change in the plain image (even a 1 bit) and should
|C1 −C2 |.
achieve a NPCR value of approximately 99% and UACI
value above 15%. Table 5 lists the NPCR and UACI scores
Figure 13 shows the key sensitivity analysis for the enof different encrypted test images using our proposed scheme.
cryption process using the camera man test image with two
As seen from Table 5, our scheme satisfies the both perforsecret keys (K1 and K2 ) that are different only in the rightmance metrics and can resist against differential attacks. Tamost bit. Notice that the difference between the two same
ble 6 shows comparison results with other proposed algoplain images is zero because they are identical, but the two
rithms for differential attack analysis using 256 × 256 Lena
ciphertext images (C1 and C2 ) produced by the two secret
test image. It is clearly shown that the proposed algorithm is
keys are totally different.
more sensitive to any change in the plain image and outperAlso in the decryption process, using two slightly difforms the other proposed algorithms with one or both NPCR
ferent keys with only one bit with the same cipher image
and UACI metrics.
should produce two totally different decrypted images. A
good encryption algorithm scheme can only encrypt/decrypt
correctly using the exact intended secret key, otherwise, rub4.5 Key Space Analysis
bish data is obtained. For testing the key sensitivity of our
proposed scheme in the decryption process, we follow these
In order to protect the exchanged images against brute-force
steps:
attacks, which exhausts all the possible keys until finding
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P

P

|P−P|

C1

C2

|C1−C2|

Fig. 13: Key Sensitivity with Only One Bit Different in Encryption Process.
1. First, we encrypt the plain test image (P) using the secret key K1 to produce the ciphertext image C1 , C1 =
Enc(P, K1 ).
2. Then, we decrypt the ciphertext image C1 using the two
slightly different secret keys (K1 and K2 ): D1 = Dec(C1 , K1 )
and D2 = Dec(C1 , K2 ).
3. Finally, we compare the two generated decrypted images, |D1 − D2 |.
Figure 14 shows the key sensitivity analysis of our proposed scheme in the decryption process, where the plain test
image is encrypted first using the intended key K1 to produce the ciphertext image C1 . Then, the ciphertext image is
decrypted once by K1 and another time by K2 . Notice that
only the correct exact secret key can decrypt and obtain the
original image, otherwise the decryption process fails completely.

4.7 Complexity and Time Analysis
Computation complexity and time analysis are also important measurements of the execution efficiency of our proposed encryption scheme as targeted processing huge-volume
data (images) for wireless network applications. Therefore,
one of the essential requirements of our proposed image encryption is to be a lightweight and efficient in terms of time
consumption and processing complexity. To accomplish this

task while satisfying the security requirements for a strong
encryption mechanism, we propose the follows:
First, we adopt in our scheme partial image encryption
focusing only on the image perceptually sensitive information. This is done by using DCT compression before encryption in order to decrease the image size and speed up the
encryption process. Different DCT quantization tables can
be used to achieve the desired image quality and compression ratio. Most of existing image encryption techniques use
full image encryption without compression. Although they
obtain good security measurements with full image quality,
their schemes require much time processing and extensive
computations. Thus, by using 2D DCT compression, the size
of N × N image is reduced by a factor (F) based on the selected compression ratio to (N × N)/F. For example, a 16:1
compression ratio reduces the image size from N 2 to N 2 /16.
Second, we use chaotic-based image encryption algorithms in our proposed scheme, mainly 2D Logistic and Henon
maps, for their fast computation and strong security properties comparing with other traditional cryptographic techniques such as DES, AES, TwoFish, and BlueFish. These
traditional block-wise/one-dimensional bit stream ciphers sacrifice the two-dimensional nature of the image and add noticeable processing complexity dealing with the high information redundancy [40].
Finally, we use 2D Logistic map in the permutation stage
to shuffle only pixel’s rows and columns, not every pixel
in the image to further reduce the computational overhead.
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Fig. 14: Key Sensitivity with Only One Bit Different in Decryption Process.
Shuffling only the image’s rows and columns reduces the
computation complexity from N × N to N + N.
In our proposed algorithm, the computation complexity equals to N 2 logN for the 2D DCT compression, 2N 2 /F
for the key generation, 2N/F for the permutation process,
8N 2 /F for the diffusion stage, and N 2 /F for the substitution process. Table 7 lists the time analysis comparisons
with other encryption schemes for encrypting a 512×512
test image. However, the actual execution time performance
of each scheme depends on many factor such as: the number
of iterations, the type of the programing approach and the
coding efficiency, as well as the platform specifications.

5 Conclusions
This study proposes a lightweight and efficient digital image security scheme based on chaotic theory for wireless
networks. Our proposed scheme encrypts efficiently the images and resists against most attack types, and adds mini-

Table 7: Time Analysis Comparisons.
Encryption Scheme
Proposed Scheme
Hazarika et al. [32]
Yashasvee et al. [24]
Gopalakrishnan et al. [27]

Enc. Time (sec)
0.1532
15.2563
130.6902
0.2428

mal impact on node computational overhead and overall network communication performance. The proposed scheme is
implemented in two phases: image compression, and image encryption. In the compression phase, images are compressed to reduce their sizes using DCT transformation by
utilizing the high redundancy in pixel information. The advantage of using the compression phase is to speed up and
maximize the performance of the encryption process, to effectively deal with the node and network limited resources,
and to transfer images rapidly. In the encryption phase, images are secured in four stages using hybrid chaotic maps.
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